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Certified Translation

CriteriaThis is to certi$r that the Patient-Reported Outcomes Vetsion of the Common Terminology 

for Adverse Events Item Libraty (vetsion @RO-CTCAE) 1) was translated ftom English to Malay

tegions using a universal translation methodology, including tepresentation from MaIay speaking of

Maþsia and Singapore, by qualified tanslators employed by R\WS Lifesciences undet the ditection

of the US National Cancet Institute'

This translation followed the translation methodology reconrmended by International Society of

Pharmacoeconomic and Outcomes Reseatch (ISPOR) a methodology established to ensute that

resulting translations of patient-reported outcome measures teflect conceptual equivalence with the

source document rendered in language that is cutturally accepøble and relevant to the taf:get

population. This rigorous methodology requires two forwatd tanslations into the target language

independentby native speakers, a reconciled version of the two forwatd translations done by a third 

ftanslator who is a native speaker of the targetlanguage, a back translation of the reconciled vetsion

by a native English speaker fluent in the target language, and anindependent review by a native

speaker trained as a physiciân or nrüse in oncology.

After the translation phase was completed, the PRO-CTCAE Item Ltbrary (vetsion 1) was

tinguisticaþ validated by testing with patients to conñrm suitability of the ftanslations fot.Malay

speaking patients in Malaysia and Singapore. All translation work was perfotmed by mem'bers of the

Ma,lay translation teâm to the best of theit abilities as nadve speakers of Malay (or English in the

case of the back-tansl ator), and as translatots and tesearchers experienced in the field of health-

related quality of life and patient-reported outcomes survey teseatch undet the ditection of the

undersþed.

This translation is, to the best of my knowledge, avahd and accutate translation of the

corresponding original English language version of the PRO-CTCAE Item Llbrary (version L).

Name: Sandra A. Mitche[ PhD, CRNP Titfe: Reseatch Scientist and Progtam Director;
Outcomes Reseatch Branch;
US National Cancet Institute
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